Turn Signal Flasher Modification
Alfa Romeo 1969-1981 (Approximately)

Alfa used a Bosch turn signal/hazard flasher 4-terminal relay on 105/115 chassis cars during the 1970’s. This relay is not available, and last time it was, prices were pushing $80.00. When the Bosch unit fails, a conventional 3-terminal barrel style flasher can replace it, available most anywhere for around $5.00.

The Bosch flasher is held underneath the dash by a screw through the center. The four terminals are marked: 49, 49A, 31, and KBL. The popular 3-terminal flasher will have a 49, 49A, and 31 (no KBL). Snip the wire going to the KBL and splice it together with the wire going to terminal 31. Plug the wires onto their respective terminals. On some flashers, the terminals are marked X, L, and P. The X terminal corresponds to the 49, L to 49A, and the P to 31. See attached drawing.

49 = Turn signal flasher (pulse generator) Input
49A = Turn signal flasher (pulse generator) Output
31 = Return direct to battery negative or ground
31A = Return to battery II negative
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